SCHOLAS

It is a public wellbeing educational entity, driven by Pope Francis, linking technology, arts and sports, in order to promote social inclusion and cultural encounter.

Because it is necessary to promote a “Culture of encounter”.

This requires recreating a different education, in order to retrieve an anthropological look and the essential human values; and to encompass all children living reality. That is, a holistic and social integration gaze: we all have a place in this educational proposal, doctors, police officers, artists, homeless ... The Pope calls them all.

As Pope Francis says, popularly beloved people educate millions of children by their example, and sports and arts are excellent tools to form values.

Scholas vision is to transform the world into an integrated and peaceful society.

Improving education and achieve communities integration, making focus on low-income areas, through the commitment of all stakeholders, linking schools and educational worldwide networks from educational, sporting and artistic projects. These are the objectives of Scholas.

The values that drive Scholas into action are: Peace, Diversity, Cooperation, Participation, Honesty and Environmental Awareness.

Scholas implements:
Values Awareness campaigns,
Develops its own programs in order to integrate children and young people into the community and into the world,
Supports educational projects,
Promotes and facilitates the linking of all the various schools and education networks in the world.

The olive tree, symbol of Peace, it is Scholas symbol.

Multiplied Olives around the world, functioning as a virtual forest, try to put the spotlight on the worldwide network of schools, Scholas Occurrentes.